2003 honda elite 80

Honda introduced the 4-stroke Elite 80 model code CH80 in as the eventual successor to their
2-stroke Aero The Elite 80 was quite a successful scooter and it enjoyed a remarkable run from
all the way to For the model year, Honda did shift the assembly from Japan to Mexico and
changed the rims from steel to aluminum rims. The headlight was updated for to make it
possible to change the bulb without buying an entirely new assembly. If you do wind up in this
situation, buy the newer design so in the future you can just replace the bulb. The reason this
engine is great is because it small yet powerful and it runs smoothly and reliably all day at full
throttle. When you twist open the throttle the Elite 80 pulls solidly and predictably to its top
speed of 45mph. You get the power of a 50cc 2-stroke engine in a quieter, more reliable and
more fuel efficient 4-stroke package. Until recently, the Japanese and Taiwan folks have seemed
to focus on only 2-stroke scooters and mostly 50cc ones at that. Compared to the Aero 80 that it
replaced, the Elite 80 offers a bit less storage space. Honda chose to use this space for the
battery instead. There are a few downsides to the Elite 80 which are good to know about.
Secondly, the Elite 80 loves to snap exhausts where the header pipe meets the muffler.
Kickstarters are pretty standard on scooters of this size. Thankfully the battery is easily
accessible under the seat if you do wind up with a dead battery. Minor complaints aside, the
Elite 80 is a very well engineered scooter. This indicator is based purely on milage though and
is not an indicator of actual oil quality. The indicator flips from green to red whenever the oil
change interval milage has been driven. Compared to my old Yamaha CV80, everything seems
very well thought out. The body panels pop off nicely when working on the scooter. The seat is
large and quite comfortable. The Elite 80 has nice large passenger pegs, the rear rack is
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Brochures. See all results. More Stories. That is really common during the society for the
reason that manual book is regarded as complementary package, absolutely nothing more.
Persons tend to neglect the manual books that they obtain as a result of the lack of knowledge
associated to the book itself. What is really Honda Elite 80 Owners Manual? What does it offer
you? What is the significance to invest hours reading the book? Normally, manual book is really
a distinct book provided by every automaker that is made up of any details, directions, ways to,
and warning about specific merchandise. By reading through and comprehending the book, it
indicates you receive to closer for your vehicle. With regards to the significance of owning,
reading, and comprehending the book, it could be related to the info contained inside the
manual. Since the book provides all details about the specific auto, it offers you thorough
comprehension in regards to the qualities of the automobile. In addition to, it also permits you
to operate the automobile according to the instructions of automaker. This is considered as the
safest. Soon after figuring out the significance of Honda Elite 80 Owners Manual , absolutely
you can identify why this kind of type of book is actually necessary. By understanding the
information, the possibility is you can give the top therapy for the car. It really is not a shock to
know that much more persons are attempting to discover the manual book both on line or
offline. The offline version, or real book, is generally incorporated into the package for every
obtain. This can be a superb choice for those who are certainly not genuinely into technological
innovation, or should you usually do not need to have exhausted eyes for watching computer
system or smartphone to go through the book. Wherever to get this useful file? It truly is
available on their official internet site, like Honda. You simply really need to input data about
your car yr and kind and click Go. The website will course of action and display you the
consequence. In addition to, the manual may also be obtained as a result of third-party internet
websites. In this situation, you should be genuinely mindful due to the fact the manual may
possibly not be as valid as one you uncover to the official internet site on the automaker.
Furthermore, some web sites need you to register, consequently it can be regarded as
impractical. For trustworthy third party web site, you might decide on eBay or Amazon. What is
the variation involving authentic book and on the web book? Even so, in the event you discover
Honda Elite 80 Owners Manual from third party web page, primarily unreliable 1, the content
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Runs good. Model Elite Is there a more perfect scooter for simply getting around town? The
Elite User-friendly, fuel-efficient, hassle-free â€” what more could one ask for from a fully
automatic four-stroke scooter with room for two and gas mileage for, well, forever. Need to
navigate the mean streets for next to nothing? Then do it in style and comfort on an Elite One
ride on the Elite 80 will tell you it's the perfect scooter for getting around. It's easy to operate,

with a smooth, fuel-efficient four-stroke engine, hassle-free automatic transmission, and room
for two. Fun and convenience in one stylish package. This scooter has only miles and is ready
to go. This stylish and clean scooter is ready to cruise the streets this summer! Come take a
look at it, we are open 7 days a week! Call us for any questions. Available January Fun and
convenienceâ€”in one stylish package. Scooters - cc DX DX1. Fun and convenience? It's easy
to operate with a smooth fuel-efficient four-stroke engine hassle-free automatic transmission
and room for two Visit powersports. Need to navigate the mean streets for next to nothing Then
do it in style and comfort on an Elite User-friendly fuel-efficient hassle-free? Model CRFL. Alamo
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Emails. Submit Cancel. The purpose of the carburetor on a Honda Elite 80 is to supply and
control the fuel flow to the piston block. You can adjust the carburetor to provide more or less
fuel, and thereby directly affecting the overall performance of the moped. Working on your
carburetor involves a few hours of trial-and-error testing with different size brass jets, and
requires some knowledge about how your Honda Elite works. In addition, trial-and-error
adjustment of the idle screw can change how your scooter performs when idling. Locate your
Honda's carburetor, which is on the left side of the bike and has a yellow plastic fuel line
connecting it to the gas tank. Remove the carburetor with a Phillips-head screwdriver. Unfasten
the two screws holding it in place and put them in a plastic bag for safe keeping. Gently tug on
the carburetor to dislodge it from the moped. It is necessary to remove the carburetor in order
to access the brass fuel jet inside of it. Strip down the carburetor to its bare parts. This process
involves unscrewing the plastic "float-bowl" as well as the metal cap holding the throttle
assembly in the carburetor. Keep all removed parts with the carburetor. Locate the brass screw
that has a hole in the middle of it. This is the carburetor jet, which controls fuel flow to the
piston head. Unscrew this using your fingers, and replace it with a larger jet for better
performance, and a smaller one if you live in a high-altitude area. Locate the air filter on the
right side of the moped. Remove its plastic cover using a flat-head screwdriver. Keep the cover
off of the air filter. This will increase air flow to the engine, helping to balance the increased fuel
flow caused by the bigger carburetor jet. If you do not remove the air cover, the engine will stall
out due to a rich fuel source. Locate the idle screw which is on the side of the carburetor and
has a metal spring attached to its neck. Start the engine and place the moped on its kickstand.
Wait for the moped to react after each turn. The ideal idle speed is reached when the back wheel
is barely turning on its axis, but the engine is not stuttering or stalling. Sam Surgalski is a writer
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and enjoys playing the piano. Step 1 Locate your Honda's carburetor, which is on the left side
of the bike and has a yellow plastic fuel line connecting it to the gas tank. Step 2 Remove the
carburetor with a Phillips-head screwdriver. Step 3 Strip down the carburetor to its bare parts.
Step 4 Locate the brass screw that has a hole in the middle of it. Step 5 Replace the carburetor
parts, and reattach the carburetor on the bike. Step 6 Locate the air filter on the right side of the
moped. Step 1 Locate the idle screw which is on the side of the carburetor and has a metal
spring attached to its neck. Step 2 Start the engine and place the moped on its kickstand. Tips
Mounting a larger carburetor onto your engine instead of adjusting your current one may
produce better performance. Phillips-head screwdriver Brass jet set Flat-head screwdriver. If
you're not comfortable working on your moped, do not take it apart. Bring it to a repair shop and
have a mechanic make the adjustments for you.

